Powerful Questions: Changing Perspective
Enhanced CD: 77 min of audio plus bonus handouts
By Tony Stoltzfus
 (4-1/2 stars)

Buy this CD if:
 You are a coach and want to gain some advanced
asking skills
 You want your clients to gain insightful perspective
on their dreams, conflict and major decisions
On this enhanced CD, Tony does an outstanding job of giving perspective a fresh
definition by explaining it in terms of objectivity, context, objectivity and clarity. These
four aspects give coaches tools to help clients to process their dreams, conflicts or major
decisions in multiple ways. This come-along-side approach can help clients understand
their particular challenge and gain a deeper understanding of the circumstances they face
in many different ways:




In relation to other things in their lives
With another perspective outside of themselves
From multiple viewpoints

A plus on the CD is the demonstration of perspective. This is accomplished by Tony
coaching men and women who are facing real life challenges, whether it is a dream for
their life, a conflict he or she doesn’t know how to resolve, or a major decision looming
where the individual doesn’t have clear direction. The live demos give you an
opportunity to easily understand the process of helping clients see things from different
perspectives. Very effective!
The CD includes helpful transcriptions of all the questions in the coaching demo and
handouts with sample perspective questions and outlines of the techniques that you can
use as a coach. The versatility of CD as a listening tool yet providing handouts by
popping the CD into the computer was a bonus!
Summary
This CD is for any coach who wants a skill building tool to increase effectiveness in
helping clients get perspective on their lives. I believe it is a must for your coaching library.
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